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Abstract

Using model simulations, we demonstrate that the response of top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes to localized tropical sea surface

temperature (SST) perturbations exhibits numerous non-linearities. Most pronounced is an ‘asymmetry’ in the response to

positive and negative SST perturbations. Additionally, we identify a ‘magnitude-dependence’ of response on the size of the

SST perturbation. We then explain how these non-linearities arise as a robust consequence of convective quasi-equilibrium and

weak (but non-zero) temperature gradients in the tropical free-troposphere, which we encapsulate in a ‘circus tent’ model of the

tropical atmosphere. These results demonstrate that the climate response to SST perturbations is fundamentally non-linear,

and highlight potential deficiencies in work which has assumed linearity in the response.
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Key Points:7

• Contrary to assumptions made in previous work, we find that the climate response8

to tropical SSTs is highly non-linear.9

• These non-linearities are most stark in the Central Pacific, and manifest even for10

very small perturbation magnitudes.11

• Non-linearity is a fundamental consequence of tropical dynamics, with important12

implications for prior work using linear Green’s functions.13
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Abstract14

Using model simulations, we demonstrate that the climate response to localized trop-15

ical sea surface temperature (SST) perturbations exhibits numerous non-linearities. Most16

pronounced is an asymmetry in the response to positive and negative SST perturbations.17

Additionally, we identify a ‘magnitude-dependence’ of response on the size of the SST18

perturbation. We then explain how these non-linearities arise as a robust consequence19

of convective quasi-equilibrium and weak (but non-zero) temperature gradients in the20

tropical free-troposphere, which we encapsulate in a ‘circus tent’ model of the tropical21

atmosphere. These results demonstrate that the climate response to SST perturbations22

is fundamentally non-linear, and highlight potential deficiencies in work which has as-23

sumed linearity in the response.24

Plain Language Summary25

Previous work has highlighted that Earth’s energy balance is sensitive to the pre-26

cise distribution of sea-surface temperatures (SSTs), particularly in the tropical Pacific,27

with important implications for inferring climate sensitivity from the historical record.28

To quantify this ‘SST pattern effect’, many studies have adopted a linear framework where29

the climate response to an SST anomaly is assumed to be a linear function of the sign30

and size of the anomaly. Here, we show that this assumption is not applicable in many31

parts of the tropics, particularly the Central Pacific. We classify these non-linearities into32

two classes and explain why they arise in terms of simple tropical dynamics. To sum-33

marize our findings we use a conceptual model of the tropical atmosphere which we term34

the ‘circus tent’ model, which represents the dynamics behind these non-linearities in35

an intuitive way. Our work suggests that previous work which has assumed linearity in36

the climate response to tropical SSTs may be suffering from compensating biases in their37

response.38

1 Introduction39

The spatial pattern of tropical sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) exerts a strong in-40

fluence on Earth’s climate, particularly on the radiative fluxes at the top-of-atmosphere41

(TOA). First recognized in the context of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Bjerknes,42

1969; Trenberth et al., 2002; Park & Leovy, 2004), in recent years, this dependence of43

TOA fluxes on the spatial pattern of SST changes has been re-framed into the broader44

concept of the ‘SST pattern effect’ (Stevens et al., 2016). The SST pattern effect has re-45

ceived considerable attention within the community due to its implications for reconcil-46

ing the anomalously low climate sensitivity inferred from historical energy budget con-47

straints (Otto et al., 2013; Knutti et al., 2017) with the climate sensitivity calculated by48

equilibrating climate models (Rugenstein et al., 2020; Andrews et al., 2018).49

Both modelling (Andrews & Webb, 2018; Zhou et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2019) and50

observational (Mackie et al., 2021; Fueglistaler, 2019) studies have suggested that the51

primary mechanism mediating the SST pattern effect is its influence on low clouds in52

regions of climatological subsidence, and such explanations typically proceed as follows:53

• Regions with a high climatological low-cloud amount are generally associated with54

cold SSTs and a strong inversion (Wood & Bretherton, 2006), thus when SSTs in55

these regions are warmed the inversion weakens and there is a decrease in low-level56

cloudiness. This leads to a positive shortwave TOA (SWTOA) anomaly through57

reduced low-level reflection of incoming solar radiation. The reverse-argument also58

holds, namely that isolated cooling in these regions strengthens the inversion and59

increases low-level cloudiness. We term this the ‘local stability-inversion’ mech-60

anism.61
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• On the other hand, warming in regions of deep convection is communicated ver-62

tically throughout the free-troposphere by deep convection (Y. Zhang & Fueglistaler,63

2020) and then horizontally across the tropics through the action of gravity waves64

(Charney, 1963; Neelin & Held, 1987; Bretherton & Smolarkiewicz, 1989; Pierre-65

humbert, 1995). This causes a remote warming of the free-troposphere over the66

aforementioned low-cloud regions which again strengthens the inversion and in-67

creases the low-cloud amount. We term this the ‘non-local stability-inversion’ mech-68

anism.69

This explanation has gained significant traction in explaining the SST pattern ef-70

fect, to the point of appearing in the latest IPCC report (Forster et al., 2021), and is qual-71

itatively supported by analysis of coupled climate model experiments (Ceppi & Gregory,72

2017). To put the SST pattern effect on a more quantitative footing some studies have73

framed the problem in terms of Green’s functions (Li & Forest, 2014; Zhou et al., 2017;74

Dong et al., 2019; Baker et al., 2019) by assuming there exists some operator, G, which75

maps the spatial pattern of SST anomalies onto TOA anomalies. In this framework, G76

can be estimated using ensembles of isolated ‘SST patch’ experiments in an atmosphere77

only model and then used to reconstruct the TOA response to arbitrary SST patterns.78

Although this is an appealing concept, a potential issue is that the Green’s function ap-79

proach is fundamentally linear (Riley et al., 1999) and requires assuming that the TOA80

response is linear with respect to the sign and magnitude of the imposed SST anomaly,81

and also that SST anomalies in different regions combine linearly. Previous studies have82

made these assumptions (Barsugli & Sardeshmukh, 2002; Li & Forest, 2014; Zhou et al.,83

2017; Baker et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2019), but given the well-appreciated ‘threshold’84

behaviour of deep convection (C. Zhang, 1993; Emanuel, 2007; Johnson & Xie, 2010; Xie85

et al., 2010; I. N. Williams & Pierrehumbert, 2017; Y. Zhang & Fueglistaler, 2020) (see86

Section 2), along with the observed asymmetry in the atmospheric response to positive87

and negative ENSO phases (Hoerling et al., 1997, 2001; Johnson & Kosaka, 2016), it seems88

likely that the linear assumption is not valid.89

As such, our goal in this paper is to evaluate the linear assumptions made by pre-90

vious studies, and to explain why non-linearities arise from the perspective of basic trop-91

ical dynamics. We begin by reviewing the theoretical basis for the ‘threshold’ behaviour92

of deep convection, and then use atmosphere-only model experiments to show that the93

TOA response to isolated SST anomalies is in fact non-linear. To explain these findings94

we then introduce a simple conceptual picture of the tropical atmosphere’s response to95

SST perturbations, which we term the ‘circus tent’ model, which builds on previous work96

in the tropical dynamics community. Finally, we show that in regions of deep convec-97

tion the change in TOA flux associated with a positive SST anomaly can be explained98

simply by the change in low-level moist static energy and examine to what extent these99

changes are predictable purely from the SST changes.100

2 Theory101

To link the dynamics of deep convection to the free-tropospheric temperature pro-102

file, we will frequently make use of the moist static energy in this paper, defined as:103

h = cpT + Lvq + gz, (1)

where cp is the heat capacity of dry air, T is temperature, g is gravitational acceleration,104

z is height, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization of water, and q is the water vapour spe-105

cific humidity. The moist static energy is useful as it is approximately conserved under106

moist, adiabatic motion.107

A central pillar of our understanding of the tropical atmosphere is the assumption108

of convective quasi-equilibrium (Betts, 1982; Raymond, 1995; Emanuel, 2007), which holds109
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that deep convection relaxes the free-tropospheric temperature profile to a moist adia-110

bat set by the properties of the subcloud layer. As a moist adiabat is associated with111

constant saturated moist static energy, this is another way of saying that in regions of112

deep convection the saturated moist static energy (that is, Eq. 1 but with q replaced by113

its value at saturation, q∗) of the free-troposphere, h∗
FT, should approximately equal the114

moist static energy of the subcloud layer, h0.115

As mentioned before, gravity waves are efficient at communicating this local tem-116

perature profile imposed by convection (or equivalently, h∗ profile) across the tropics.117

This means that deep convection in one region can communicate high values of h∗
FT across118

the local free-troposphere, establishing a ‘convective threshold’ which inhibit the forma-119

tion of deep convection if the subcloud h0 is not sufficient in these regions to overcome120

the imposed h∗
FT.121

Using this observation, we follow previous work (e.g., I. N. Williams and Pierre-122

humbert (2017)) in defining a ‘convective instability index’, h0−h∗
500, (taking the 500hPa123

level to be representative of the free-troposphere). In regions unstable to deep convec-124

tion, we expect this quantity to be positive, whereas in regions stable against deep con-125

vection (e.g., subsiding regions) we expect this to be negative and to act as a measure126

of the inversion strength (similar to Wood and Bretherton (2006), but also accounting127

for moisture differences as in Koshiro et al. (2022)).128

A further simplifying assumption which is frequently made assumption is that h∗
500129

is uniform across the free-troposphere (the ‘weak temperature gradient’ assumption, WTG),130

which allows one to replace h∗
500 with its tropical average value (establishing a single value131

for the convective threshold). However, as we will show later, this assumption is mislead-132

ing in the context of the pattern effect, where changes in h∗
500 are comparable to the vari-133

ations in baseline h∗
500 arising from non-zero zonal temperature gradients (Fueglistaler134

et al., 2009; Bao & Stevens, 2021; Bao et al., 2022). This means that there are actually135

a spectrum of values for the convective threshold, depending on the local value of h∗
500,136

and to fully understand the pattern effect we cannot assume a single value for h∗
500.137

3 Methods138

We performed a series of atmosphere-only simulations using the ICON (ICOsahe-139

dral Non-hydrostatic) general circulation model. The model is run on a triangular grid,140

at R2B4 specification, corresponding to an approximately uniform grid-spacing of 160km141

on a Cartesian grid. The model uses a terrain-following vertical sigma-height grid with142

47 levels between the surface and the model top at 83km. Radiation is parameterized143

using PSrad scheme (Pincus & Stevens, 2013), and other parameterizations include a bulk144

mass-flux convection scheme (Tiedtke, 1989), a relative-humidity based cloud cover scheme145

(Sundqvist et al., 1989) and a single-moment microphysics scheme (Baldauf et al., 2011).146

In our experiments all greenhouse gases and ozone are fixed at their 1979 levels (A. I. L. Williams147

et al., 2022).148

The control simulation was run for 20 years with a prescribed monthly climatol-149

ogy of SSTs and sea-ice concentrations derived from the Atmospheric Model Intercom-150

parison Project (AMIP) (Neale & Hoskins, 2000) boundary conditions over 1979–2016.151

Then additional simulations were conducted for 10 years each with an additional ‘cosine152

patch’ SST perturbation (following Barsugli and Sardeshmukh (2002)) covering differ-153

ent locations throughout the tropics (locations indicated in Fig. 1). For all simulations,154

we discard the first year as spin-up and conduct analysis using time-averages over the155

rest of the simulation period.156

The subcloud moist static energy (h0) was calculated using values at the lowest model157

level, and the saturated free-tropospheric moist static energy was approximated by its158

value at 500hPa (h∗
500). Our conclusions are insensitive to the precise choice of levels,159
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Figure 1. Change in global-mean TOA flux (∆RTOA) associated with each of the SST pertur-

bation experiments. a) Changes for +2K patches. b) Changes for -2K patches. c,d) as in a,b) but

for 4K.

and similar results were obtained when either calculating the subcloud moist static en-160

ergy as the average moist static energy over the lowest 1km (lowest 5 model levels) or161

calculating the saturated free-tropospheric moist static energy as a bulk average over 700hPa-162

300hPa. Also note that because h0 is defined at a given height level, changes in h0 are163

only due to changes in temperature and humidity at that level.164

We also define two averaging operators which make the presentation clearer. An165

overbar (·) indicates an average over tropical latitudes (±30◦), and angle brackets ⟨(·)⟩166

indicates a ‘patch-average’ over the region covered by the SST patch perturbation in that167

experiment (i.e., where |∆SST| > 0). For sub-cloud changes, the patch-averages exclude168

land grid-points, and all spatial averages include area-weighting. For example, ⟨∆h0⟩ is169

the change in low-level moist static energy in a particular patch experiment, over all ocean170

grid-points where |∆SST| > 0. Similarly, ⟨∆h∗
500⟩ is the change in saturated free-tropospheric171

moist static energy at 500hPa, over all grid-points where the underlying |∆SST| > 0172

(irrespective of land or ocean).173

4 Results174

4.1 Non-linearities in the TOA response to tropics SSTs175

In Fig. 1 we plot the globally-averaged change in net radiation at the top of the176

atmosphere (∆RTOA) for each of the tropical SST perturbation experiments, relative to177

the control. In agreement with previous work Fig. 1a,c show that warming in the West-178

ern tropical Pacific (a region of climatological deep convection), is associated with strong179

negative changes in the global-mean RTOA flux via the ‘non-local stability-inversion’ mech-180

anism1. Additionally, in subsiding regions the ∆RTOA is slightly positive for the +2K181

and +4K patches, indicating the ‘local stability-inversion’ mechanism is at work. How-182

ever, if we compare these results to the cooling patch experiments in Fig.1b,d we can see183

there is a marked asymmetry in the ∆RTOA response between the warming and cool-184

1 Note that although stability changes over low-cloud regions influence the TOA primarily through

SW changes, we use net TOA fluxes to minimize the influence of deep convective clouds, which show up

strongly in both the SW and LW but tend to cancel in the net. The results are similar if we focus on the

SW (Fig. S1).
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Figure 2. a) Set-up for the equatorial sensitivity experiments, overlaid on top of the ‘convec-

tive instability’ parameter (h0-h
∗
500) in the control run. b) The changes in global-mean RTOA for

each of the sensitivity experiments at ±1K, ±2K, ±3K, ±4K. c) as in b) but showing the change

in tropical-average h∗
500, denoted ∆h∗

500. To account for the varying amounts of land in differ-

ent patches, in panels b and c the ∆RTOA and ∆h∗
500 have been divided by the ∆SST weighted

land-fraction before plotting.

ing experiments. Notably, whereas warming in convective regions generates a strong neg-185

ative ∆RTOA, cooling in convective regions only yields a weakly positive ∆RTOA (Fig.186

1b), which doesn’t increase with further cooling (Fig. 1d). The spatial patterns of ∆RTOA187

are presented in Fig. S2 for a representative patch in the West Pacific and confirm these188

findings.189

Alongside this ‘asymmetry’ in the ∆RTOA between warming and cooling patches,190

there is also another, more subtle, non-linearity that appears in our experiments. To spot191

this, compare the ∆RTOA responses in the Central Pacific between the +2K experiments192

in Fig. 1a and +4K experiments in Fig. 1c. Although the ∆R+4K
TOA response is generally193

around twice the ∆R+2K
TOA response, in the weakly stable regions of the Central Pacific194

there are numerous experiments where the ∆RTOA either changes sign or becomes much195

more negative at +4K compared to +2K. We term this the ‘magnitude-dependence’ of196

the SST pattern effect, to convey that the strongly negative ∆RTOA only kicks in for ∆SST197

above a certain magnitude in these moderately stable regions.198

To dig into this more, we have performed additional simulations at ±1K and ±3K199

for a subset of four patches along the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 2a). As indicated by the200

shading in the background of Fig. 2a, these four patches cover distinct convective regimes201

(as h0−h∗
500 is a measure of convective instability, see Theory). The patches at 100E202

and 140E are in strongly convective regions (where h0-h
∗
500 > 0), whereas the patch at203

220E is in a region which is stable to deep convection (where h0-h
∗
500 < 0) and the patch204

at 180E is in a transition region. In Fig. 2b we have plotted the global-mean ∆RTOA205

for each of the four patches at ∆SST = ±1K, ±2K, ±3K, ±4K. Again, the asymme-206

try in the TOA response between positive and negative perturbations is evident. Tak-207

ing the 140E patch as an example, positive ∆SST perturbations induce a negative ∆RTOA208

which scales quasi-linearly with the ∆SST magnitude, but for negative ∆SST the TOA209

–6–
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response quickly saturates. It is a similar story for the 100E patch, but the signal is weaker210

for negative ∆SST, however if we subset the TOA response only over subsiding regions211

we recover the same behaviour (Fig. S3).212

This asymmetry is also evident in how the ∆SST perturbations impact on the sat-213

urated moist static energy of the free-troposphere, h∗
500 (Fig. 2c), which makes sense as214

a higher h∗
500 indicates a warmer and more stable free-troposphere which tends to increase215

the inversion over low-cloud regions. Looking again at the 140E patch confirms our sus-216

picion that greater ∆h∗
500 is associated with greater ∆RTOA for positive values of ∆SST.217

Conversely, for negative ∆SST there is an initial decrease in h∗
500, which quickly satu-218

rates. For other ‘convective’ patch at 100E it is a similar story.219

Previously we also noted a ‘magnitude dependence’ of ∆RTOA on the magnitude220

of positive ∆SST changes in moderately stable regions (Fig. 1a,c) and this is again present221

in Fig. 2. Looking at the 220E patch results in Fig. 2b, we can see that the sharp de-222

crease in RTOA does not occur until ∆SST ≳ 2K, whereas for the other patches the quasi-223

linear decrease occurs for all ∆SST > 0K. A similar picture exists for the ∆h∗
500, which224

is unaffected until ∆SST ≳ 2K for the 220E patch (Fig. 2c).225

4.2 A conceptual for the non-linear response226

To understand this behaviour, it is helpful to introduce a conceptual picture which227

builds on our earlier discussion of convective quasi-equilibrium and weak (but non-zero)228

temperature gradients in the free-troposphere. We call this the ‘circus tent’ model2 and229

it is sketched in Fig. 3a. In this model, the temperature of the tropical free-troposphere230

(or equivalently, its h∗) can be thought of as being a stiff fabric supported by ‘convec-231

tive tent poles’ of different ‘heights’ corresponding to their subcloud h0. Where there is232

deep convection, convective quasi-equilibrium ensures the height of the fabric (h∗
500) is233

roughly equal to h0, and as one moves away from the convective center the h∗
500 profile234

relaxes somewhat until it comes under the influence of a different tent pole. The ‘stiff-235

ness’ of the fabric is related to the efficient homogenization of h∗ anomalies by gravity236

waves, and the pattern of ∆h∗
500 appears to be related to the Matsuno-Gill response to237

tropical heating (e.g., Fig. 1 of Gill (1980)), with an equatorially-confined lobe extend-238

ing to the East and two off-equatorial maxima slightly to the West of the heating. This239

pattern can be seen in our maps of ∆h∗
500 (Fig. S4).240

Using this model we can now understand the impact of warming and cooling in con-241

vective regions we saw in Fig. 2. The case of positive ∆SST in convective regions is sketched242

in Fig. 3b. In this case, because the region is already convecting, we are increasing the243

height of a tent pole which is already ‘in contact’ with the tent fabric, which raises the244

h∗
500 throughout the free-troposphere, including over regions of low-clouds where it strength-245

ens the inversion. Because the tent fabric is stiff, this also explains why the changes in246

h∗
500 and RTOA are approximately linear (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, Fig. 3c illustrates247

how for negative ∆SST in convective regions the tent pole may be lowered sufficiently248

to lose contact with the fabric. At this point, further decreases in SST are not commu-249

nicated to the free-troposphere, which explains the ‘saturation’ of ∆h∗
500 and ∆RTOA250

at negative ∆SST (Fig. 2b, Fig. S2, Fig. S5).251

The circus tent model of the tropics is also useful for understanding the ‘magni-252

tude dependence’ we have noted earlier, where even for positive ∆SST, the relationship253

between ∆SST and ∆h∗
500 or ∆RTOA can be highly non-linear. This phenomena is most254

pronounced in moderately stable regions such as the Central Pacific, which correspond255

to the middle tent poles in Fig. 3a which are not quite tall enough to make contact with256

2 This conceptual model was originally suggested by Isaac Held in a 2011 blog post entitled ‘Atlantic

Hurricanes and Differential Tropical Warming’.
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SST warming increases subcloud MSE, 
which is communicated to 
the free-troposphere by deep convection. 

Inversion 
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Small SST cooling (solid arrow) decreases 
free-tropospheric MSE, but additional cooling 
(dashed) decouples surface from free-
troposphere and the effect saturates.

Stronger inversion, 
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In moderately stable regions,
small SST warming increases 
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to impact free-troposphere.

Control

However, large SST warming 
in moderately stable regions can 
connect subcloud to free-troposphere
through deep convection.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the processes controlling the non-linear TOA response

to SST perturbations in different convective regimes. a) Illustrates the ‘circus tent’ model of the

tropical atmosphere in the presence of an SST gradient, where deep convection occurs over the

warmest SSTs with highest h0 and is able to perturb the free-tropospheric temperature struc-

ture (as measured by h∗
500). b) and c) conceptually illustrate how a tropical circus tent responds

‘asymmetrically’ to warming and cooling in convective regions. d) and e) illustrate how a trop-

ical circus tent responds non-linearly with respect to the magnitude of the SST perturbation in

moderately stable regions.
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the h∗
500 fabric (i.e., they sit below the local convective threshold). In this situation, small257

SST warming raises the subcloud h0, but may not raise it sufficiently to overcome the258

convective threshold and make contact with the tent fabric (Fig. 3d). For the SST warm-259

ing to be able to substantially alter the ∆h∗
500 or ∆RTOA, it must be strong enough to260

raise this tent pole (increase the h0) enough to make contact with and subsequently raise261

the height of the tent fabric, as in Fig. 3e. When this condition is met, the local increase262

in h∗
500 results in a stronger inversion over low-cloud regions due to the stiffness of the263

fabric. This explains the sudden decrease in ∆RTOA for the 220E patch at ∆SST > 2K.264

4.3 A linear model for the TOA response to positive ∆SST changes in265

convective regions266

Given the non-linearities we have highlighted in the previous section, a natural ques-267

tion is: “Why do previous Green’s function methods still work at all?”. One possibil-268

ity is that the regions of strongest sensitivity in Green’s function studies tends to be strongly269

convective, such as the West Pacific (Dong et al., 2019). Our own analysis shows that270

the relationship between TOA and ∆SST is reasonably linear in convective regions (e.g.,271

compare Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c), and in this section we explore this link in more detail. To272

do this, in Fig. 4a we first plot the change in patch-averaged h0 against the patch-averaged273

changes in h∗
500 for positive ∆SST changes3. This acts as a test of the convective quasi-274

equilibrium hypothesis mentioned earlier, and confirms that changes in subcloud h0 are275

efficiently transported into the local free-troposphere in regions of deep convection. Next,276

in Fig. 4b we check to what extent these local changes in h∗
500 relate to broader changes277

across the tropics. In the limit of zero horizontal temperature gradients (perfect WTG)278

the points in Fig. 4b would lie on the one-to-one line, but we actually find that they lie279

on a line of constant, but shallower, slope. The shallow slope indicates that the changes280

in h∗
500 are not spread uniformly across the tropics (motivating our conceptual model which281

includes horizontal h∗ gradients), and the fact that the slope is constant with increas-282

ing local forcing indicates that the fabric of the free-troposphere is indeed ‘stiff’ as op-283

posed to ‘stretchy’ (if it was stretchy, we would expect the points to level off at sufficiently284

high ⟨∆h∗500⟩). To confirm the role the changes in h∗
500 play in the ‘non-local stability-285

inversion’ mechanism, in Fig. 4c we scatter the changes in ∆h∗500 against ∆RTOA and286

the strong linear relationship indicates that larger changes in free-tropospheric temper-287

ature do indeed alter the inversion strength and TOA radiation. Taken together, these288

results suggest that ∆RTOA should be linearly related to the ∆h0 in regions of deep con-289

vection, which we find holds reasonable well in our experiments (Fig. 4d).290

Since local ∆h0 accounts for much of the scatter in ∆RTOA for positive ∆SST in291

convecting regions (Fig. 4d), a natural question is: can we relate ∆h0 to the ∆SST per-292

turbation more directly? As we defined the subcloud moist static energy at a given geopo-293

tential height, we can write the changes in patch-averaged h0 as :294

⟨∆h0⟩ = ⟨cp∆T0 + Lv∆q0⟩ .

Writing q0 = RH q∗0 and linearizing, we can further approximate this as:295

⟨∆h0⟩ ≈
〈(

cp + LvRH0
dq∗

dT

)
∆T0 + Lvq

∗
0∆RH

〉
.

3 Note that for all of the analysis in Fig. 4, we have only plotted experiments where the patches are

locally ‘convecting’ (i.e., ⟨h0⟩>
〈
h∗
500

〉
) either in the control run or in the perturbed run. For the case

where the patch ‘convects’ in the perturbed run but not the control (indicating a situation as in Fig. 3e),

we subtract the absolute value of
〈
h0 − h∗

500

〉
from the calculated ⟨∆h0⟩ and denote this by ⟨∆h0⟩′ to ad-

just for the fact that the tent fabric only ‘feels’ the amount by which the convective threshold is exceeded.
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Figure 4. Evaluating the canonical model of the SST pattern effect for warming in convective

regions. a) shows a scatter plot of ⟨∆h0⟩′ vs ⟨∆h∗
500⟩, as a test of convective quasi-equilibrium.

⟨∆h0⟩′ is equal to ⟨∆h0⟩ except for if that local patch region does not ‘convect’ in the control

climate (i.e., ⟨h0⟩< ⟨h∗
500⟩), in which case we subtract the absolute value of ⟨h0 − h∗

500⟩ to adjust

for the fact that the tent fabric only ‘feels’ the amount by which the convective threshold is ex-

ceeded. b) shows a scatter plot of ⟨∆h∗
500⟩ vs ∆h∗

500, as a test of WTG. c) shows ∆h∗
500 vs the

global-mean ∆RTOA, with the strong correlation indicating support for the ‘non-local stability-

inversion’ mechanism. Finally, d) shows a scatter plot of the global-mean ∆RTOA vs ⟨∆h0⟩′.
Numbers indicate the Pearson coefficient of determination, R2.

If we also assume Clausius-Clapeyron scaling of q∗
(
i.e., dq∗

dT = Lvq
∗

RvT 2

)
, we arrive at:296

⟨∆h0⟩ ≈
〈(

cp +
RH0L

2
v

R2
vT

2
0

q∗0

)
∆T0 + Lvq

∗
0∆RH

〉
. (2)

In Fig. 5a, we show that Eq. 2 can capture most of the variations in ⟨∆h0⟩ for our297

patch experiments, although there are slight errors at large, positive ∆SSTdue to the298

assumption of linearity. If we assume the surface temperature is perfectly communicated299

across the sub-cloud layer, we can replace T0 = SST, which also reproduces the mod-300

eled ⟨∆h0⟩ well (Fig. 5b), with a slight overestimate at higher ⟨∆h0⟩. We get similar lev-301

els of skill if we assume constant relative humidity but include ∆T0 (Fig. 5c). This is302
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Figure 5. Estimating the true ⟨∆h0⟩ in each of the SST patch experiments using: a) Eq.

2. b) Eq. 2 with ∆T0 replaced by ∆SST. c) Eq. 2 with ∆RH=0. d) Eq. 2 after making both

approximations. Numbers indicate the Pearson coefficient of determination, R2.

equivalent to assuming no changes in moisture convergence into the convecting region303

(i.e. a purely ‘thermodynamic’ scaling), which also becomes less valid at strong, posi-304

tive forcing. Finally, if we combine both of these approximations (∆RH = 0 and T0 =305

SST in Eq. 2) we can still reconstruct changes in subcloud h0 reasonably well (Fig. 5d),306

even though we are only using information about the SST distribution. This provides307

support for work which has used SST as a proxy for changes in h0, however for +4K per-308

turbations we only achieve R2 = 0.49 in this case, which suggests caution should be309

taken when using SST as a proxy for subcloud MSE at large, positive ∆SST.310

5 Discussion and Conclusions311

In this work we have shown that the climate response to isolated tropical SST per-312

turbations exhibits strong non-linearities with respect to their sign, magnitude and lo-313

cation. We argue that these non-linearities arise primarily due to the fact that identi-314

cal SST perturbations do not necessarily perturb the saturated moist static energy of315

the tropical free-troposphere equally, which is important for setting the inversion strength316

over low-cloud regions. For example, in moderately stable regions such as the Central317

Pacific negative SST anomalies have little impact on the global-mean TOA radiation or318
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tropical h∗
500, and positive SST anomalies only have a strong effect when the ∆SST mag-319

nitude exceeds a certain value determined by the local convective threshold.320

To understand these results, we have introduced the ‘circus tent’ model of the trop-321

ical atmosphere, which brings together the twin pillars of convective quasi-equilibrium322

and weak (but non-zero) temperature gradients in the tropical free-troposphere. In this323

model, local ∆SST perturbations only alter the h∗
500 if the subcloud h0 exceeds a local324

‘convective threshold’, and then proceeds to perturb the h∗
500 quasi-linearly for positive325

perturbations. Negative ∆SST can also decrease the h∗
500 (Fig. 2c), generating positive326

∆RTOA as a result of low-cloud changes, however the effect saturates for sufficiently neg-327

ative ∆SST because eventually the subcloud layer becomes decoupled from the free-troposphere328

(Fig. 2b, Fig. 3c). These concepts are understood implicitly in the tropical dynamics329

community (Zhao et al., 2009; Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Flannaghan et al., 2014; Fueglistaler330

et al., 2015), but to our knowledge this is the first time they have been explicitly invoked331

to understand the pattern effect.332

Our work has implications for studies which construct SST Green’s functions by333

demonstrating that the TOA response is not always linear in ∆SST, even for a given sign,334

and that the character of the non-linearity varies depending on the convective regime335

being perturbed. Preliminary work as part of the Green’s Function Model Intercompar-336

ison Project (GFMIP, Bloch-Johnson et al., 2022, in prep) has also demonstrated sim-337

ilar non-linearities in five other GCMs, suggesting our results are not model-specific. This338

does not mean the Green’s function approach is without merit, but suggests that future339

work should focus on mapping the TOA response across multiple ∆SST values for each340

location and understanding the responses in isolation before combining them so as to341

minimize the risk of introducing compensating errors. This is currently being undertaken342

in a multi-model context as part of the GFMIP project (Bloch-Johnson et al., 2022, in343

prep). A particular focus of future work should be on understanding how SST pertur-344

bations alter the distribution of subcloud moist static energy, particular over the per-345

turbed region, and understanding what factors set the shape of the tropical ‘circus tent’346

and its response to forcing.347

Finally, our work has focused on the climate response to isolated SST perturba-348

tions and we have not addressed whether these isolated SST perturbations combine in349

an additive or non-additivity way. Dong et al., (2019) show that when simultaneously350

perturbing the East and Western Pacific, the response is linear, however our results sug-351

gest that this is a fortuitous outcome of perturbing one region already ‘in contact’ with352

the tent fabric, and another which sits well-below it (Fig. 3a). Indeed, preliminary ex-353

periments as part of GFMIP have shown that non-linearities are stark when simultane-354

ously perturbing two convecting regions, and understanding this non-additivity will be355

the subject of a future paper.356

6 Open Research357
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Figure S1. As in Figure 1 of the main text, but for SW TOA changes.
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Figure S2. Spatial maps of the time-averaged ∆RTOA for a patch in the Western Pacific warm

pool (140E, 0N) for ∆SST = ±2K (a,b) and ∆SST = ±4K (c,d).
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Figure S3. As in Figure 2 of the main text, but in panel b we plot the change in RTOA averaged

over tropical regions where ω500 > 0 in the control run (to pick out low cloud subsidence regions).

We also plot the two patches in deeply convective regions. This figure illustrates how the ∆RTOA

response to negative ∆SST anomalies in convective regions is linear over a very small region, but

quickly saturates.
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Figure S4. Spatial maps of the time-averaged ∆h∗
500 for a patch in the Western Pacific warm

pool (140E, 0N) for ∆SST = ±2K (a,b) and ∆SST = ±4K (c,d).
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Figure S5. Spatial maps of the time-averaged ∆h0 for a patch in the Western Pacific warm

pool (140E, 0N) for ∆SST = ±2K (a,b) and ∆SST = ±4K (c,d).
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